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KEYNOTE SPEAKER

2017 NOSHA SAFETY CONFERENCE:
Next level safety

sponsors
Thank you to our

platinum sponsors

Diamond sponsors

gold sponsors

7:00 - 8:20 Check-In
Registered attendees can sign in to 
receive their name tag and conference 
materials

7:30 - 8:20 Breakfast
Breakfast will be served in Ballroom 4. 
Free for registered attendees.

8:20 - 8:30 Welcome and Introductions
NOSHA Board of Directors

8:30 - 9:45 Keynote: Getting to the Next Level of 
Safety Performance
Bob McCall

10:00 - 11:00 The Fun and Games of Ergonomics
Tracy Cameron, RiverView Health

11:00 - 11:15 Break

11:15 - 12:15 OSHA Update
Maurizio Delcaro

12:15 - 12:30 Conference Closing
NOSHA Board of Directors

9:45 - 10:00 Break

Bob McCall
keynote Speaker
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From Pittsburgh, PA,  Bob attended Tuskegee University and majored in 
Building Construction Technology. He worked ten years with Bechtel 
Power Corporations in construction, maintenance and operations of 
nuclear power plants, as well as eight years for Alliant Energy in Iowa at the 
Duane Arnold Energy Center.  Bob became the first African American Plant 
Manager when he was hired by Progress Energy to serve the Lee Plant in 
Goldsboro, NC.  After 33 years in the industry, Bob retired from Duke 
Energy as General Manager of Fleet Services.

Currently, Bob is president of Inspire High Performance, LLC, where he 
gets to follow his true passion of helping companies and organizations 
build a culture of high performance where all can work at their top potential 
every day, thus preventing injuries, saving lives, recognizing errors, and 
improving processes. He is a prolific speaker and is author of the projected 
best-selling book Zero Accidents and Injuries: Are You Willing to Pay the 
Price? Bob’s motto is, “Make a difference everywhere you go.”
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Guest speakers Program Description

Tracy Cameron, OTR/L, COHC, CEAS II, is an occupational therapist who 
has worked in Occupational Health for over 20 years. In her role as 
Occupational Health Services Coordinator for RiverView Health, Cameron 
works directly with area companies to provide education, on-site 
ergonomic consultation, work related testing and return to work 
programming for injured workers, as well as coordinate Occupational 
Health services. She is certified to provide Ergonomic Evaluation (office and 
industry), Functional Capacity Evaluation testing, Functional Job  Analysis, 
Pre-Employment testing, Return to Work testing and programming, OSHA 
Hearing Screening, and Respirator Fit testing.  Tracy is a native of Fisher, 
MN where she resides on the family farm with her husband.

Maurizio Delcaro is a safety and environmental consultant, an adjunct 
instructor at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University, and serves on the 
Content Advisory Board for Safeopedia. His one absolute belief in the world 
of EHS is that a commitment to operational efficiency at all levels is the 
single greatest factor in maximizing safety and productivity. His board 
certifications include the CSP, CET, OHST, and CHST with the Board of 
Certified Safety Professionals (BCSP) and CEHT with the National 
Environmental Health Association (NEHA). He is a long-time volunteer with 
service on directorships, committees, and boards, and is a facilitator and 
speaker at conferences and conventions.

Bob McCall’s career spans over 33 years in the Utility industry.  Join him as he shares four proven and battle tested steps to 
improving your team’s performance.  Bob believes the power is not in safety rules, but in people who are willing to 
demonstrate passion, commitment and leadership and that engagement from the entire team will create a winning culture of 
top performers.  Bob will share how changing expectations for team culture, team members, getting rid of those who don’t 
measure up and hiring winners will enable any organization to improve their performance thus raising the bar to the next 
level.  Come prepared to be personally challenged to look within yourself and ask the questions... Have I done all I can? Is 
there one more thing I can do to help my team be safe?  

Now is the time to act, don’t wait till an unfortunate accident happens and have to live with regrets.

Let’s inject life and interaction into your ergonomic trainings and programs. Let’s face it, ergonomic training can be boring 
and employees may not retain the information from year to year.  So let’s not just learn about basic ergonomics, let’s learn 
how to engage our employees by infusing our trainings with humor and active participation to get them absorbing the 
information about safe work postures and practices. Volunteers may be needed, so be ready to be part of the fun and learn 
some new ergonomic tricks.

Maurizio will address some OSHA standard areas that have recently changed and also provide an overview of how to know 
what other changes OSHA is considering down the road ahead. After a revision effort that lasted 40+ years, OSHA 
reorganized its fall protection standards in a more logical manner, harmonized treatment between general industry and 
construction workplaces, and eliminated redundant and unnecessary requirements; this is a very good thing! Year-2016 
OSHA record keeping data is the first batch that some (but not all) establishments will be required to submit electronically; 
see OSHA’s online mechanism in action! And, did you know OSHA currently has 14 rules in various stages of the rulemaking 
process? Maurizio will show you an easy way to be 100% informed.

Tracy Cameron
RiverView Health - The Fun and Games of Ergonomics

Maurizio Delcaro
OSHA Update and Walkthrough of Electronic Reporting System

Bob mccall
Getting to the Next Level of Safety Performance


